
GeoConnexion is proud to announce its partnership with Flood Expo 2019. On the
11th & 12th of September, the world’s largest flood prevention exhibition will be
returning to the Birmingham NEC

FLOOD EXPO
2019 PREVIEW
The Flood Expo, sponsored by Aquaclear
Water Management and supported by
The Environmental Agency, is the world’s
largest exhibition designed to help the most
progressive flood professionals discover
the latest innovative products, services and
strategies that transform the way flooding is
predicted, prevented, and managed.

This year’s exhibition promises to be
themost forward-thinking to date, housing
150 cutting- edge exhibitors, with the likes
of what3words, The Forest Group and
Hydronalix, as well as 100 expert led seminars
from theworld’s leading flood experts.

Alongside a world-class lineup of
CPD-accredited educational talks and
demonstrations, will be an unprecedented
showcase of products and services from the
world’s most dominant flood defence and
control companies, who will highlight new,
cost-effective ways to prevent and manage
floods.

This expo is entirely devoted to presenting
strategies and groundbreaking technology to
widespread flooding problems, with a focus
on developments in floodmanagement, the
future of flood defence infrastructure, delivery
of flood risk management, case studies of
flood experiences, affordable and accessible
flood defencemeasures and future flooding
and erosion risks in the UK as key features of
the show.

Flood Expo 2019 has more space
dedicated to networking than ever before.
The shows networking area, sponsored

by Gravitas International, is specifically
designed for all professionals and business
owners working in flood defence, prevention
and prediction to interact and form long-
lasting relationships in the most comfortable
environment possible

Aside from the 150 industry leading
exhibitors, visitors will also benefit from
the expert-led seminar schedule, and an
unrivalled lineup of keynote speakers to be
announced in the coming months, so keep an
eye on our social media!

After the success of last year’s Flood Expo
Awards, 2019 will see three more cutting-

edge firms within the flood industry receive
one of these prestigious accolades. The
awards recognise those companies that are
breaking boundaries in both technological
innovation and product design, and are
making a difference to the way flooding is
predicted, prevented and managed across
the globe in today’s challenging climate.

A judging panel comprised of some of
the biggest andmost respected voices in the
sector will select one winner for each of the
three award categories - Innovation Award;
Mitigation Award; and Resilience Award -
making them a set of highly illustrious and
sought-after accolades. The finalists will
present to a judge’s panel at the show, giving
them a chance to pitch their product or service
and the reasonwhy they should win. Visitors
are welcome to join the award presentations.

With exhibitors from across many sectors
all coming together under one roof, it is
hard to find a reason not to attend. Instead
of spending hours looking at companies on
the internet, speak to the people behind the
solution face to face.
For full details and to register for your free
ticket to attend please visit
www.thefloodexpo.co.uk
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